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SBG appeals to Moore
for election validation
The Students for Better Government
i SBG i steering committee yesterday
submitted a written appeal to
University President Hollis A Moore
Jr asking him to declare the recent
Student Body Organization
SBO
steering committee election valid
The election has been declared
invalid by both the Student Arbitration
Board iSABi and the Student Appeals
Board because three candidates'
names inadvertently were omitted
from 100 ballots

contest or the entire election, the brief
said The steering committee election
alone could be challenged only be a
steering committee candidate under
basic judicial rules of standing The
appeals board never allowed this
question to be presented, the brief
charged.

The appeal submitted by Mike
Florio. senior «A&S' and counsel lor
SBG. urged Dr Moore to overrule the
two boards decisions, citing five
points of appeal

-SBG. who had a fundamental
interest in the cases, was not allowed
to participate in either of the hearings,
the statement said In the SAB hearing,
their request to enter a friend-of-thecourt brief was denied as were their
attempts to cooperate with the defense
counsel The appeals board decided
that SAB's decision was fair and
just' without hearing SBG s charges
questioning that fairness, it read.

-THE INITIAL SAB decision to
invalidate the steering committee
election was improper The plaintiff in
that case. Fred Hoffman, junior B A i
and presidential candidate on the
Student Services Ticket, had standing
to challenge only the presidential

--In its decision, SAB refused to
consider the results of the balloting in
its decision-making process, the brief
charged. Examination of those facts
would have shown that the printing
error which was the crux of the board's
decision had no impact whatsoever on

the outcome of the election." it read,
and "SBG was never granted the
opportunity to present this issue to the
appeals board."
-THE THREE persons whose names
were omitted from the improper
ballots have submitted notarized
affadavits requesting that the election
be judged valid, the brief said Since
they were the only persons damaged by
the error, their waivers should put the
issue to rest
-The brief said It would be "grossly
unfair for the eight people elected to be
denied their chance to serve because of
a simple clerical error." and said that
the "26 misprinted ballots could have
had no effect at all on an election
decided by over 150 votes."
Hi Del Hilyard, executive assistant
to Dr. Moore, said yesterday the
president had not yet examined the
appeal and probably would not make a
decision until sometime today

Spring sign

rhii it the "first trap" to spring fun .cling genuine Union it* cream corns.
From left or* Lisa D'Ageslino, sophomore (AsVS), and Debbie Sickles,
sophomore (Ed.), who snjoy a coM treat at the onset of warm weather.
(Nawsphoto by Carl Sold)

Attorney hits Chopin's testimony
WASHINGTON (API There was a
repetitious "pattern of deceit" in
Dwight I. Chapin's lestimony to the
grand jury. I prosecutor said
yesterday at the perjury trial ol the
man who once handled President
Nixon's appointments
"Mr. Chapin failed to tell ihe truth.
Mr Chapin told deliberate lies.
assistant special Watergate prosecutor
Richarl J Davis told the jury in his
id opening statement
The jVytor-oid Chapin, now a United
Airlines marketing executive on leave.
Is charged in lour counts ol making
false statements to the Watergate
grand jury investigating the political
dirty tricks of Donald H Segretti

Georges Pompidou with UN Secretary-General U Thanl

French ruler dies
PARIS i AP i ■ President Georges Pompidou died yesterday, the president's
office announced
The announcement said the 62-vear-old president died at 9 p.m. - 4 p.m.
EDT
A few hours earlier, the president's office announced that Pompidou was
canceling all appointments because of an unstated illness
The cause of death was not immediately disclosed
Pompidou became president of France on June 15. 1969. defeating Alain
Poher. who had become acting president on the death of Charles de Gaulle.
The palace announcement earlier yesterday of Pompidou's illness was the
second revelation in two weeks that the president was too ill to carry out his
duties Medical sources said two weeks ago he was suffering from
hemorrhoids, but there has been speculation for months about a number of
ailments, including leukemia

SEGRETTI.
the
prosecution's
opening witness, told how he was
recruited for his work by Chapin and
White House aide Gordon Strachan.
both friends from their days at the
University of Southern California
"As I see the evidence now. we don't
loresee proving anyone is liar."
defense lawyer Jacob A. Stein said in
his address to the jury of seven men
and five women "We will prove people
have different recollections."

Hf tan lhat In the September 1971June 1972 period when Segretti was
conducting his activities that Chapin
was busy planning the President's trips
to China and Russia and that Chapin
himself made three journeys to China
and two to Ihe Soviet Union
"Mr Segretti was given a general
roving commission to make trouble for
the Democrats." Stein said in his 22mlnute opening remarks
Whether

University
President Hollis A
Moore Jr proposed establishment of a
special achievement lund lor faculty
and an increase of scholarships at
yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting
l)i Moore said he is recommending
lhat about $100,000 be allocated for the
achievement fund Irom which $500 to
$2,000 would be given to selected
(acuity and stall for achievement,
especially in areas of teaching,
research, program development and
public service
Dr. Moore said the lund "responds to
the needs ol a first-class university to

he sent aide to Mitchell

DONALD NIXON testified for the
government at the criminal conspiracy
trial of Mitchell, the onetime attorney
general,
and
former Commerce
Secretary Maurice H. Slans
Nixon's
testimony was
in
furtherance of the prosecution claim
that Mitchell and Stans conspired with
others in the obstruction of a Securities
and Exchange Commission fraud
investigation of Vesco in return for the
international financier s secret

$200,000 cash contribution to President
Nixon's 1972 re-election campaign
Donald Nixon's son Donald Jr 26.
has worked for and traveled
extensively with Vesco But his father
testified he didn t know whether the
younger man still worked for Vesco
Nixon was asked by Asst. United
States Attorney James Rayhill about a
conversation he had just prior to the
1972 presidential electic n with Howard
Cerny. a legal aide to Vesco and a
coconspirator in the Mitchell-Stans
case Under the law. a co-conspirator
is regarded as a member of 'a
conspiracy although not a defendant in
its prosecution.
"JUST PRIOR to the election in
1972. Howard Cerny did call me. the
59-year-old Nixon testified.
"Specifically I don't recall the
conversation. When he called me he
said he wanted to see me about
something important The main thing
he mentioned was that there had been
a $200,000 contribution made to my
brother's campaign and a Securities
and
Exchange
Commission
investigation was in progress and
would very likely expose this
contribution."
At this point. Nixon detailed his
refusal to take the message to the
White House, adding that the
contribution had been described to him
as made in cash

THE CHARGES against the dark
haired, handsome Chapin are that he
lied under oath when he swore:

That he never discussed or knew
Segretti had distributed statements or
campaign literature; that when
Segretti came to him for advice after
the Watergate break-in threatened to
close his activities, Chapin told him to
talk to the FBI. that he never
expressed any interest or gave
instructions to target on any particular
candidate, that he never knew how
much Segretti was paid

New scholarship fund proposed

President's brother soys
NEW YORK 'APi
Donald Nixon
testified yesterday that he rebuffed an
effort by a Robert L Vesco aide to get
a message to his brother. President
Nixon, but did suggest that "John
Mitchell might be the man to talk.io
I said there was no way I could do
this, the tall, portly Nixon said it
has been my policy ever since my
brother has been in politics I have
never taken anything directly to him
For anyone I ever worked for
John Mitchell was the man
designated -1 never talked to my
brother on any matter and John
Mitchell was the man I was designated
to talk to. Nixon testified at another
point
President Nixon once said he had
Donald Nixon's telephone tapped for
security reasons-to protect his brother
from people who might try to use him
because ol his relationship to the
President

that was honorable or not is not the
question Segretti. whenever he did
things, did them without prior
clearance with Chapin We think the
evidence will show Segretti never told
Chapin he ever personally distributed'
anything

acknowledge first-class performance
on the part of its most able faculty.
He said the proposal would rely
largely upon peer judgement with
administrative review as the basis for
selecting winners Dr Moore said if
the proposal passes, awards would be
given in the summer, after decisions
have been made concerning salary so
the rewards would not be lessened
• I want this additional compensation
to be truly additional." Dr. Moore said
He said scholarships should attract
high school students to the University
and reward "unusual ability" of
students already here. Thus he is
recommending the creation of 16
University Achievement Scholarships
and five $2.000Trustee Scholarships.
The number of Presidential Achievement and Alumni Merit Awards will
increase from 34 to 44 next year, he
added
Dr Moore also announced that he
will support raising student's General
Fee from $50 to $60 as ol next year
Dr Moore said he supported the
raise
"in recognition that the
inflationary costs, both ol salaries and
materials, have gone up in the areas
financed by the General Fee in the
same way they have for any other
areas at the University." The fee has
not been increased since 1968. he
added.
Also during the meeting, the Senate

approved a proposal which would raise
the accumulative point average
required to graduate magna cum laude
from 3.7 to 3.75
The Senate approved revisions in the
Senate charter involving the work of
University committees, faculty status
concerning promotion, tenure and
alterations of salary, membership in
Faculty Senate, and making the ad hoc
University Council of Chairmen, which
acts as a communication vehicle in
issues such as academic operations
and administration, a Charter
organization
The Senate also passed a resolution
calling for the study of grading records
on the University, college, department
and instructor levels.
The proposal states that data from
the study would be used to improve the
University's grading system, for
comparing grading here to grading at
other universities and for providing
recommendations for granting scholarships and graduation honors
Doug Bugie. junior IA&SI and new
Student Body Organization iSBOl
president, introduced himself to the
Senate and said he hopes to research
issues presented by the Senate.
"lean assure you." said Bugie. "that
we i SBO i will do everything we can to
represent the largest cross-section of
student opinion

Camera plan rejected;
federal grant returned

ST. * *^r *

&K4 *£?
Overcome by spring fever, Tom linden, senior
(B.A.), rests in the grass before a long trek homo
from dosses. Most students took advantage of
warm temperatures by relaxing and enjoying
their free time outdoors (Newsphoto by Carl Sold)

Tne $20,000 federal grant requested
last May by Campus Safety to fund
cameras for security surveillance has
been released back to the government.
Campus Safety Director Dale Shaffer
said yesterday
The money was to be used for the
purchase and installation of two
cameras atop the Library to police the
east end of campus.
On May 31. University President
Hollis A. Moore Jr announced that the
cameras would not be installed
because a widespread feeling of
suspicion and distrust had been
generated over the proposal
SHAFFER SAID after the camera
project was canceled. Campus Safety
asked for an extension on the requested
federal grant
Later, the federal
government told us to use the money or
withdraw our request, so we released
the money at the first of the year." he
said.
Last May Shaffer said the cameras
would have four functions: pedestrian

safety, parking lot surveillance, fire
prevention and traffic control The
cameras had a range from the
Education Building east to the Ice
Arena.
Student opinion on the camera issue
was obtained through student
committees,
student-administration
meetings, phone calls and petitions.
More than 2.000 persons signed
petitions against' the cameras'
installation which were circulated by
the Bowling Green Committee to
Investigate and Protest Campus
Security Acts.

Weather
Partly cloudy today aid
warmer. Hlfhs la the said aad
upper te>. Cteady with a ckaace of
shower* toiliht aad tomorrow
Lows la the mid aad aaaer Ma.
Highs tomorrow la me Ms.
Probability of preckyRattsa 1* per
eeat today aad 44 per ceat teaigat.

ftaaj* l/Tho BO N.w., Weslnendkey, April ». 1*74

eprreRiaLS
new alumni center
waste of $800,000
With all the worthwhile projects in this world that need money, James
W. Lessig. director of alumni affairs, has announced plans to solicit
$800,000 for a new Alumni Center
Come now, Mr. Lessig. is that center really justified or is it merely
something to make your staff and wealthy alumni proud of BGSU?
Were just glad the center is not being financed through University
money. Even though the center depends on alumni contributions, there
must be better ways to spend $600,000.
Controversy has arisen over needed funds to construct a fine arts
building and performing arts center, a physical education complex and awomen's center on campus.
And what is BGSU going to have0 A new Alumni Center so the alumni
will "have a place to call their own and a facility which will be a source
of pride to alumni."
Larry Weiss, assistant director of alumni affairs, said the alumni who
have been contacted are supporting the idea. It's a safe bet the wealthy
alumni will bear the major burden for the sake of pride in their
University.
There's nothing wrong with having pride in one's Alma Mater, but
there are needs on campus which $800,000 could greatly benefit. The
greatest source of pride in a University should come from a quality
educational and social atmosphere provided for the students.
We congratulate the Alumni Office for its success in drawing
contributions, but we think the office will be taking those contributions in
the wrong direction.
Priorities have to be set at any institution this large and a pretty, new
Alumni Center should not be at the top of that list.

have you registered?
By Mike Florio
Ml 3rd St. No. 12
(iursl Studeat Columnij|
Well, friends, this is my last try For
four years I have been contacting
informing, and pleading in an attempt
to motivate BGSU students to register
to vote in this city Since my time here
is just about finished, this year's May
7th primary is my final opportunity
First the facts in order to vote, you
must be registered. If you are not
registered (or have moved since the
last election i you have only one week
left to become eligible to vote in this
city
There are many important races to
be decided the Democratic Senate
spot-Sen Howard Metzenbaum vs
John Glen, the Republican governor's
contest-James Rhodes vs Charles
Fry, the Democratic Lt Governor's
race-Richard Celeste vs several other
candidates
BUT ANOTHER contest is
immediate concern to those
BGSU -Denise Dartt. a
science and speech student

of more
of us at
political
here, is

running to be a delegate to the 1974
Democratic Midterm Convention.
YoO may not have heard that this
meeting will determine the future of
the Democratic Party in this country
The party regulars and supporters of
George Wallace want to repeal all the
reforms of 1972 and return the party to
its 1968 condition i remember the
Chicago convention that year9! We
must elect reform-minded people to
this convention, or we will lose all hope
of having a presidential candidate in
1976 who cares about the views of
students
Dartt is opposed by three other
candidates who are all men over 40
Two of them are county party
chairmen
tied to the regular
organization and the old rules
THIS IS OUR only chance as
students to gain a meaninglul voice in
national policy By electing Denise we
can have a representative in Kansas
City this December who will speak for
our concerns
Now some ot you may feel that it is
futile to even participate in American
elections But how are things ever

going to improve land Watergates be
prevented i if no one cares' The
government will not just wither and
die. it will get worse!
In order for Dartt to win. students
must register-here in Bowling Green
You cannot vote for her if you are
registered somewhere outside the 5th
district. Time is short, because the
final deadline is April 8th, NEXT
MONDAY If your name is not on the
books by that time, vou can't vote in
May
REGISTRATION IS easy; it will
take only live or ten minutes ot your
time Just walk south from Founders
on Manville Avenue mext to Mr Ed'si
for two blocks until you come to
Lehman Ave
The Board ot Klections is around the
right side of the building that has the
Hydraulic Room and the bus station in
front Go in and say I'm a Bowling
Green resident and I want to register
to vote'' Very simple
The Board has extended its schedule
this week to accommodate a rush of
last-minute registrants Its hours are
8 30 am to noon and 1 p in to 4 30

Lerrers
human
brotherhood
Tune has come tor this while woman
to speak Irankly in response to
comments by members ol the black
community which have recently
appeared in tins papci I speak with
respect, bill not without anger ami not
without fear
K Zimmerman, in her March L'Tth

lettci to the editor, expressed pride
that her black brothers and sisters
did nol participate in such an unnecessary cause as sneaking To Ms
Zimmerman may I say in good Italian.
Wh.it the Hell
and shrug my
shoulders

tense new bristling in the all between
ourselves and Europe was amply
compensated for by improved relations
with Russia. There were critics of
detente, but it seemed to be working

•me
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no breakthrough
Now the mere tact that there was no
breakdown is being called a triumph by
some At another time, with another
person, that argument may have
worked But not now and not with
Kissinger
THE TROUBLE with a string of
miracles is that you can never lop
them You can only lall short And then
things begin to catch up The pressure
to concede overmuch just to extend
one s record, mounts gradually
Or the suspicion, widely tell already,
that any future concession will be
motivated by a desperate need to puli
one more rabbit Irom Ihe hal
Kissingei has been running hard- for
one reason, to keep ahead ol
Watergate But Ihere is no place to
escape that scandal now.
It was wailing lor him when he
arrived in Russia, where a diplomat
engaged in a bit ol gallows humor
about the Moscow visit ot President
Ford
IN THE elaborate international
trade-off of marginal pluses and
minuses, the argument has been that a

DON'T WAIT! Take your roommate,
a friend, or a whole crowd Dartt can
win only if YOU make an effort.
Now. a word for those students who
are registered in other cities You
must decide which is easier-taking
five minutes to register here or
spending a month applying for an
absentee ballot that may not arrive in
time to be counted Thousands of
students voting here can change the
result of any local election One
student sending an absentee ballot to
his hometown will prubablv have no
effect at all
If we work together this city can be
controlled by students With our
numbers we could elect the mayor and
a majority ol the city council
However, last November only 45 oncampus students bothered to vote in
the local election

(ANYONE WHO cannot walk to the
Board ol Klections can call Ihe Office
ol Voter Awareness. 372-2047. or my
apartment. 352-t>731. to set up an
appointment for a ride i

'MAYBE IT'S JUST MY IMAGINATION, BUT . .

kissinger can't top
his recent miracles
Oh oh The magic is gone Henry
Kissingei came back Iroffl Kussia
without working any miracles oi even
winning any marbles He asked tor
trouble when he began his trip by
admitting that he sought a conceptual
breakthrough in weapons control
On the .in plane back he had to admit
that ihere had been no breakthrough ot
any kind Not quite a breakdown' .lust

p.m.

IS IT ANY wonder that when a
student-whether streaker, smoker or
driver-appears in municipal court a
guilty verdict and a stiff penalty are
assured'1 Our rights in this city are
directly proportional to the numbers of
us who vote
This may be starting to sound like a
lecture, but dammit I'm tired of
running up against a solid wall of
student apathy
Everyone always
complains about how bad things are. so
now here s a chance to do something
about it How long will it take for
students to recognize their own selfinterests "
The choice is yours Do you wanl a
government that responds to your
needs, or do you just want to sit and
complain" All it lakes is a tew minutes
to register and vote Our numbers can
be our strength but only it YOU are a
part of the effort

speed bumps
unsound idea
In the early days of his new administration, SBO President Doug Bugie
has come up with an unsound idea that putting speed bumps on Ridge
Street to slow down traffic will take care of the safety problem there.
Bugie said he thinks the bumps will increase pedestrian safety as
effectively as the proposed traffic lights, but at a lesser expense
Speed bumps are not the answer for the Ridge Street problem. They
will only add to the nuisance that drivers face when they drive on the
street now City Safety Services Director Howard Rutter also disagrees
with the idea, because as he said, "We generally try to make our streets
smoother and less rough."
There is also the factor that ambulances use Ridge Street to get to the
Health Center. Health Center Administrator George Roper said
ambulances enroute to the center could go behind the cemetery to get to
the back entrance, thus avoiding the bumps.
The News still supports the idea of installing traffic lights on Ridge
Street The lights would be on from 7:50 a.m. to 5~p.m.. but would stay
red for only 10 minutes preceeding each hour.
This would still allow ambulances to travel down Ridge Street to the
Health Center and give other drivers two streets to turn onto when the
lights are red.
We also suggest that the $3,000 cost of the light system be split between
the city and the University instead of forcing the University to
foot the entire bill, as was originally planned. Since the street is a
University problem, and a city street, it seems only fair that the bill
should be split
Bugie said he feels the issue has been blown out of proportion and adds
that he doesn't want to rush into the issue Saying he doesn't want to rush
into it must not be allowed as an excuse to let the issue die.
The previous SBO administration put much work into the Ridge Street
project and putting off a decision for weeks to come will ignore a
problem that had already been officially ignored for a long time
We urge the new administration to keep working on the proposal to use
traffic lights instead of dreaming up empty proposals that stand little
chance of approval from the city.

p.m on Tuesday, but Wednesday.
Thursday and Friday they will stay
open until 9 p.m. Final opportunities
will be Saturday from 8:30a m. to noon
and next Monday, the 8th. from 8:30
am to noon and from 1 p.m. to 430

What it. hencelorth. II seems to be
failing, even on its own narrow terms?
President Nixon has hoped lh.it a
summer trip to Moscow could be made
to coincide with the House Judiciary
Committee's vote on whether to
recommend impeachment or not
BUT NOW. alter 20 hours ot talks.
the man more welcome than Nixon
himself has returned under a New
York "Times' headline that began:
"Kissinger fails
The Secretary of Detense meanwhile
was saying that no one who knows Mr
Nixon feels he will crumble toward
Russia merely in order to save
himself That, of course, is ihe one
thing most people are not at all sure of
They are not absolutely certain either
about Henry Kissinger But Richard
Nixon0 Forget it
The doomsayers have predicted that
detente had its dangers So does oneman diplomacy So does summitry So
does proximity to Nixon So does the
inevitable unwinding ol Watergate
THE RUSSIANS' very polite rebuff
of Henry Kissinger is nol an
earthquake jusl a tremor But Henry
better not look back, just yet.
Something is gaining on him
Copyright. 1*74. Universal Press
Syndicate

■

IT HAS already been too long s'nee
the last tune I h.i\e seen a black
student smile, delighting in his own
free youth and beauty
Maybe I m paranoid but more Often
I see a formidable fronl ot black laces
glaring at the fragmented white
conimuniiv When will it be tune In let
the militant seed ol black pride die in
giving birth to human brotherhood? I
am not against you. Ms Zimmerman
Come streak with me give mi' a
chance
J \\ Freeman rehashed in his March
28th column the achievements and
agonies ot his people s collective pail
land may I add with no pride my
people's»
We can talk about the last 10 years
lor 10 more years but in the process we
will lose the present Who .it lili Mi
Freeman has called you nigger'
Probably Ihe same lost soul who called
me whitey
IT IS TIME to build It will take even
more pride and more militancy to build
human consciousness than it took to
build "black pride
Mr Freeman it you and your black
brothers could use youi strength youi
truth and your painlul experience to
lead us all together, would you ever
have to search again for that
burdensome treasure called pride '
Mary Gillogly

SMOffenhauer E.

bugie ignores
cultural office
In regards to the article by SBO
President Doug Bugie. (lack of
student support tell us Doug, how you
expect the students to support the
Coordinator for Cultural Affairs of
SBO when it is obvious that you don't0
SBO created the Office of Cultural
Affairs and Cultural Boost to initiate
and coordinate campus entertainment
for SBO. Yet it is obvious that you are
making the public statements and
plans
concerning
campus
entertainment when that is the job of
your own Cultural Affairs Coordinator
If you wanted that job why didn't you
run tor if
CONCERTS ARE not reserved for
the SBO Presidents office but for
Student Activities. UAO and Cultural
Boost. This brings us to another point.
Word has it that a certain fraternity
with which you are associated is

planning a concert of its own

Again you are ignoring the SBO
office that is set up to handle this kind
of work I am confused by the fact that
you repeatedly avoid using the Cultural
Affairs Coordinator that was elected
from your own SBG ticket
Doug, when are you going to start
getting down to work as President of
SBO and quit ego tripping by playing
booking agent''
Larry Whiteleather
104 Kohl

exist for that purpose, and not to
interpret, but common sense dictates
that these organizations think for
themselves in matters of such
foolishness
If people who are against nudity are
around at the time of one of these
events. I sincerely suggest that they a I
close their eyes or bi look the other
way
Please stop overreacting and
keeping others from enjoying a silly,
harmless good time

streaking
overeaction
Uh-Oh! Now they arrest people for
trying to catch cold! One would
certainly think Campus Safety would
be happy to have this SO's-esque social
unconsciousness alive and well in
Bow ling Green
This is particularly true when you
consider the alternatives to streaking
'away a late winter evening
THE STUDENT body could be
discussing, in a loud manner, the
various problems here at the
University lie finances, fees, puppet
governments, etc ad infimtumi or we
could be domonstrating our allegiance
to that pillar of truth and morality in
Washington DC
The simple fact is, of course, we're
not
Unfortunately, social
unconsciousness is doin' just fine at
Bowling Green, as well as at most
other institutions
For various reasons, nudity is feared
by most members of our hung-up
society. Obviously, as we moved from
warmer climates, we needed clothing
to protect us from the elements.
SOON ENOUGH, the naked body
became taboo. Thus, the nudity laws. I
realize that law enforcement agencies

Jon B. Sinton
635 S. Main

females
wanted
I am writing to you in regards to
seeing if you could put a small article
in your newspaper about getting me
some females to write and come visit
me while I'm in prison here at Marion
Prison 1 would prefer girls between
the ages of 18 to 28
My name is Tom O'Hara. age 29 and
I'm from Warren. Ohio I've been here
almost two years and will be getting
out in July. 1974
I'M WHITE and am in prison for
"Possession of Cocaine." in case you
have to know. I like all sorts of sports,
especially water sports
I would appreciate all you can do to
find me some correspondence. Thank
you for the time and consideration I
know you will give my letter.
I am also a full-time college student
here, registered at OSU.
Tom O'Hara
No. 137295
P.O. Box 57
Marion. Ohio 43302

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum ol 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News, 108
University Hall.
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Information in underground paper

SLA hints at Hearst's release
SAN FRANCISCO 'APi An underground newspaper
said
yesterday
il
had
received half of Palncia
Hearst s driver s license
and a message purporting to
be
from
her
terrorist
kidnapers saying the exact
place
and time ot
her
release would be revealed in
72 hours
The
communique
was
brought to the biweekly
Phoenix by a local florist It
was wrapped in a dozen
long-stemmed roses
It concluded
Further
communications regarding

German talk
J Vi
Dost secretary ot
the German consulate in
Detroit,
will speak
on
Present Germany
at 7
p m
tomorrow
in
the
Alumni Room I nion
Dos Is speech sponsored
by the German and Hussian
departments, is free and
open to the public

subject prisoner will follow
in the following 72 hours,
communications will state
the state city and time of
release ol the prisoner
THE
communique
demanded that the lodes
of War ol the Symbionese
Liberation
Army
'SLA'
which were enclosed, be
printed by the news media
The
communique
was
addressed to Phoenix editor
John Bryan and was signed
I I
I nit 4. Gen
Field
Marshal Cm SLA "
The SLA has claimed
responsibility toi kidnaping
the 20-year-old newspaper
heiress Feb
4
It
has
previously
relerred
to
Hearst .is ,i
prisoner ot
war
and some previous
communications
have
carried the signature ol
Gen Field Marshal On or
General
Field
Marshall
Cinque
The
diner license
enclosed in the communique

of the driver's license
EARLIER yesterday, the
Hearst Corp. said its $4million offer of free food for
the poor will be withdrawn if
Hearst is not released within
one month The corporation
said it had placed the money
in escrow vesterdav
and

was cut diagonally in half
Part of Hearst's signature
and part ot her photograph
were
visible
A
Hearst
family spokesman said he
had been told by the Phoenix
that
the
underground
newspaper s attorney had
confirmed the authenticitv

The Student Council loi
Except tona I
Children,
a
campus organization tor the
aid ol handicapped children
is paiticipating in a telethon
this weekend for the 1 nited
Cerebral
Pally
Or
gam/ation

Saturday,
and
will
last
throughout the night and all
day Sunday The show will
leature national television
stars Dr Millet said The
number
to phone
in
donations on campus will be
given on the show

Students from the council
will man phones and take
donations
Dr
Dwight

The Cerebral Palsy Tele
thon is only one ol the
activities ot the Sludenl
Council
tor
Kxceptional
Children
In
May
the
council will hold Us Third
Annual ttalk.itlion to buy
equipment for handicapped
children

Miller, chairman ol special
education said yesterday
The
telethon
will
be
broadcast troni Channel 24
in Toledo starting at 10 p m

Long distance
COLl'MBUS
Al'
About 25
Middletown area residents picketed
the siate Capitol yesterday to protest
the cost ol long distance telephone
calls In this case, they said the
long distance is across the street
ll you paid $50 to »o a month
don't you know you d be screaming
too said Mrs l.vnn Combs

the place ol his birth

Health costs
(OLI MBl'S
Al'
State health
officials propose to stop major
expansions and equipment purchases
by hospitals to reduce overall health
costs to consumers

For Your Viewing Pleasure:

2 Black Films
"A Warm December"
7:30 p.m.

"THE MACK"
9:30 p.m.

'

My average telephone bill is about
$56 a month, and 1 don't call
socially, she said
I can't afford to
call socially
The Public Utilities Commission of
Ohio agrees "absolutely" that they
have a problem

Streaker
MT VEKNON Ohio lAPi A high
school
freshman
who
appeared
brietly in the bull during an annual
school variety show Monday may
face police charges, officials said
The curtain was up on the last of
four performances of the Forum
benelit show to raise funds for a
yearbook when the young man raced
past the emcee
He wore no shoes or lace mask and
was quickly identified said Principal
James Gaston
In a meeting of school officials,
police and parents, three other youths
were accused of aiding the streaker

BOWLING GREEN
RADIATOR & AUTO
BODY REPAIR
• Foreign car body painting & repair
• Gas tank repair
• Welding service
• Complete cooling & heating service
• 15% OFF ON ALL STUDENT
REPAIR WORK-When You
(Good unm Apni i7i

April 5 & 6

is not a threat,
a
term
of
the
said Randolph A
the girl's father

The course covers about
20
miles
with
hikers
receiving donation pledges
per mile
Any interested
student can sign up to par
licipate in the event at the
Special Education office, 451
Education Bldg

Teachers
Applications
lor
student teaching winter
quaiter
1975 will
be
Monday in the Dogwood
Suite. I nion
Meetings
will be every hour on the

hour from 1-5 p m

Recommendations worked out by
Ohio Health Department researchers
would require hospitals to submit
building and modernization plans to
the state in order to obtain fedet al
lunds said Tom Quilter planning
assistant
II the state decides the expenditure
is not necessary, the government
would withdraw its tunding Quillet
said
taking a sizealile chunk ol
money anil incentive with it
It is aimed at encouraging sharing
of high-pi iced equipment among
hospitals and forcing hospitals to
utilize existing facilities moc wisely.
Quillet said

NEW YORK
\P
Hal Boyle a
gentle spirit in an ungentle world lias
died at 63
Hat old Vincent Boyle was loi SO
years as much a fixture in hunduds
ot
Xmetican newspapers as the
weather report
His promise was
always, in 7 680 columns toi The
Associated
Press
a
brighter
tomorrow
Boyle died ol .i heai I atlai k al liis
home here Monday
Funeral arrangements tentatively
include a memoi lal service in New
Yoik Where he woiked more than
hall his lite as a daily columnist
Burial will be in Kansas City Mo

This
simply
escrow.'
Hearst.

Cerebral polsy telethon

newsnotes
Boyle dies

that it would be released for
a food giveaway if Hearst
were released unharmed
before Mav 3

Bring In This Ad!

224 N. MAIN ST.

Trike
tot

The puddle which always form, by the tide of the Union was
especially attractive to Nathan Cornillin, whose "hoi wheels"
were temporarily cooled oK when he became amphibious for
photographer Carl Seid

Syrians force two 'prisoners'
to march barefoot 20 miles
DAMASCUS, Syria 1AP1
Two
1'nited
Nations
Observers, an American and

James Mortell ot Ireland
appeared in good spirits

an Irishman, were toned io

"WE ARK soldiers and as
such have to accept things
like I his as an occupational
hazard." Holly said in an
Intel view
I would nol be a
soldier unless I knew that
anything oould happen
The 1 \ obsei ver loi CC is
stationed between Israeli
and Syrian troops along the

march 2(1 miles b.iicloot
wearing
onIy
then
undei weal
to
a
Syrian
military outpost they said

yesterday
Syi Ian authorities said the
observers
had
been
mistaken lot Israelis and
thai the two men were
expected to be released
iiom a Damascus hospital

soon
Capt John J Holly 27. a
1'nited Stales Marine from
Corning. N V
and Cap!

40-mile cease-fire line in the
Golan Heights
The two
armies have been lighting
every day lor the past ihree

weeks with
artillery.

tanks

and

Olluial sources said the
two men were "captured by
mistake at 2 a m Monday hv
a Syrian patrol operating
behind Israeli lines in the
Golan Heights

Earlier

Syrian Defense
lien
Mustalah
Tlas said .in ai my patrol
the
two men
found"
weai ing i iv ilian clothes and
because the weather was
bad.
mistook
them
loi
Israelis

Israeli position when an
Arab loldiei ordered them
to got up and then man-tied
them to the Svi Ian side

The

- Idle.

oli\ lously
Hollv

took us loi Isr ai ils
said

Minister

ACCORDING to Holly he
and Mottclli-werpsleeping in
a I N
nailer near an

He spoke only \i abic and
we
could
noi
identify
ourselves Vie reached an
Arab armv position at « a m
and were Identified and
properl) Me.ee,: 4)111 leet
were badly cm Horn the long
bareloot march Then we
were taken to I i.nnasi u* lor
turlhei li • .iTi.i,

Vassarette
"Bitinis"
A. Bralette: dimple
textured knit of 100%
cotton • Slip on styling • 2tone novelty stretch lace
froms straps and turns top
with dots • 32-36 • White,
blue, pink • $3.50. Hipster:
double fabric crotch • sizes

4-56..S2.50

Next to Howards ■ Across
From the New Library

105 Hanna Hall

352-5318

RECORDS

AND
THE STUDENT UNION BOARD
PRESENT.

"Bitinis"
Lustrous
Antron
B. Bralette: Vassarette
Quintessence Antron' • Slip
on styles: no fasteners •
Sizes 32-36 $2.50 Bikini:
high cut legs • Tiny satin
ribbon bows...$2 50 White,
black, nude, pink, red.

IN CONCERT
APRIL 6, 8:00 PM.
U.T. STUDENT UNION AUDITORIUM
TICKETS:
R50-$5.00 AT DOOR F,NDERS REC0RDSBfi-

Student Accounts Available Apply And Charge Th« Sam*
Day

Store
Hours
Monday.
Thursday. Fiday 9 45-9:00
Tuesday.
Wesdnesday.
Saturday 9:45-5:30
139 S.
Main Street, B.G Ohio

LASALLE*S

f>r> 4/Tlw M N«W», mttmattf, Aprt >. W4

Performance to portray
ghetto children's attitude
"The Me Nobody Knows
will
be
staged
by
Humanities Cluster College
students
Friday and
Saturday
offering
an
unusual approach to theatre
Play director James A.
Panowski.
theater
instructor for Humanities
Cluster, called the play "a
modified reader s theater

Or. WoNoc* D#PU. it
■n associate pref«>to<
•f mink composition
who wrot* th* opera
"Dr. Ja>kyll and Mr.
HyoV' in hi* spar*
tint*—with no pay or
credit.
Hit opera,
which n th* r.iult of
fiv» yean' work will
•ramhv April 23-96.
(Nawiphote by Carl
Said)

"This means some of it is

His opera "Dr Jekyll and
Mi
Hyde." which will
premier
in
i ho Mam
Auditorium I nlversiu n.iii
Api il 25 -ii Is the results ol
five yean »i efforl Betides

belli,; (i.i7>
Di Del'ue
associate professor ol music
composition and theory ai
the School ol Music, counts
heavily on the help ol the
Lord

Murnane views new job
It
possible,
huii li
Murnane
junior
\\S
wanls to lestuie an> faith
ihji has been losi in the
StuoVnt Kudv Organization
i SB() i
Mjirnane newk elected
SIli i'i iioulinal.il nt -I.ue and
(oiiiinunin allairs. views
his job as one ol mediatoi
between (he students the

THE STORY is taken
from a collection of essays
written by ghetto children
and grouped into a book by
Steven M Joseph, a New
York City teacher

Agnew lawyers
ask suspension

'Jekyll, Hyde' opera to premier
II you re a college
proiessor writing jn opera
in your spare lime with mi
pay or credit you are cr;i/\
.111 ■iniin, to Di Wallace
Del'ue

done in oral interpretation
and other parts are fully
staged.'' he said. "We are
quite consciously using the
script onstage.''

city ol Howling Green and
the stale governmenl in
Columbus
'You can know all you
want about the lulls patted
in the Stale House bul you
have In express Iheni in a
way the> ilhe students i
have access lo it. in a Wav
they can iasii> understand

ii ' he said

Professor's book wins award
A iiouk co-authored by It Serge Demsofl associate pro
lessor o) sociology al the I Diversity, li.is been selected i B
winder jn (he IH74 American Society ol Composers Aulhoi s
and Publishers i ASCAPi Deems Taylor Vward competition
DJ r^enisoll and diehard A Peterson who collaborated
in Ruling Sounds ot Social Change published by Hand
McNalfv. were among 10 writers receiving recognition
Dr Denisolt. a faculty member since 1970, is editor ol the
Journal ol Popular Music and Societ>
and has contrt
buted to
Holling Sione
magazine the
Journal ol
American Folklore, and Pacific Sociological Review
among others
He is also aulhor ol a book on lolk musu and the American

left

He added thai this can be
accomplished Ihrough the
News or Ihiough a special
SBO newspaper

"MY BIG problem is to do
as many things as I wanl
to." Murnane explained
The things I want lo tackle
I wanl to complete and have
Ihe results show he said.
Another problem Murnane
mentioned was Ihe fact the
situ lacks ,i ■tearing
committee due to faulty

election

procedures

No

funds can be allocated to
Slid without the steering
committee s approval
Murnane said one ol Ihe
projects he wants lo tackle
is to investigate establishing
a
-1 II 111■ n i 1111. ■ i a i c (i
ambulance service similar
to Ihe one being i un al Kent
state University
He
also wants to
investigate retail prices in
Bowling (ireen lo see it
students are paying more
for goods than persons in
other areas

Hased on Hubert Louis
minor scales The Greeks
Stevenson s book (he opera
used modes to reler to
depicts the good Dr Jekyll
moods and they had a
dillerenl mode lor each
as he transforms himseli
into Ihe sinislei Hyde by
different leeling
drinking a potion The evil
Dr Del'ue said he wants
nature ol Mr Hyde caused
his listener to bo stirred by
Ihe music withoul realizing
the greatest problems for
Dr DePue
what il is that's getting him
In ordei to wrile the
"Every time you hear it
libretto he had lo become
you'll hear it a dillerenl
the character ol Hyde and
way he stated
deal With all ol his evil acts
The idea lor the opera
It gets to you.' he said, and
Itsell came lo Dr Del'ue
it did
when he read the book at an
Al limes he would slop at
Evelyn Wood reading clinic
an intersection and find
I didn't read it but I
himseli wondering how he
smellod it
ho said and
smelling it was enough to
could kill the pedestrian
crossing in front ol him
make him realize thai the
belore he reached Ihe curb
Hue story was not in movies
At thai poinl he simply quit
he had seen
willing
Intrigued ho discovered
When he began again II
that only one obscure opera
was with a ilitl^rra^t | had ovei beef written on the
attitude.
This tune I
subject which was never
started on it in prayei
he
performed oi copyrighted
said
I novot sal down
Thus, he decided
to
unless I loll I wasn't alone
compose both Ihe libretto
This was Ihe only way he
and the score .Now thai it is
kepi thai tooling ol evil
finished, he declares he will
under routi ol
novel do another piece on
Still, he wauled lo deal
the subject of evil, though he
With the subject ol evil lo
does admit a certain
show people thai they
inclination lo write an opera
shouldn't fool others Using
on Ihe humiliated position ol
strings, a piano percussion
the Boston Slrangler
and voices in- creates a
Whether he does or not. he
will continue to compose
sinister feeling in the Illscene opera
Like the poverty-stricken
He has written the score
artist, he tools compelled lo
in what he terms "forbidden
keep writing-to keep on
being crazv
model", not in major or

ANNAPOLIS. Md. (API Attorneys for Spiro T
Agnew told the Maryland
Court of Appeals yesterday
thai the former vice
president s high position and
public outcry' should not
affect a decision on whether
Agnew should be disbarred
The attorneys said Agnew.
who resigned the vice
presidency and pleaded no
contest last year to evading
about 113.500 in federal
taxes in 1967 when he was
governor
of
Maryland
should only be suspended
from practicing law and not
disbarred
Agnew is appealing a
unanimous recommendation
of a three-judge Circuit
Court panel that he be
disbarred
Disbarment proceedings
were brought against Agnew
by the Maryland Bar Association last year after he was
convicted of income tax
evasion in L'.S District
Court in Baltimore. He was
fined $10,000 and placed on
three years probation
"THERE IS NO public
demand lor disbarment
there is a newspaper
demand lor disbarment.
Leon H A Pierson, one of
Agnew's lawyers, argued
Alfred I. Scanlan. a bar
association
lawyer, said
Agnew. who was not at the
hearing, should be disbarred
because he was Convicted ol
a crime involving moral
turpitude and of conduct
prejudicial to the conduct of
justice
Scanlan said the appeals
judges should also considei
the effect of the conviction
on the image ol the legal
prolession and Ihe fact that
Agnew evaded taxes while
serving as Maryland's
highest elected olficial
Scanlan said the court
should
impose
the
maximum penally ol
disbarment because there
were no extenuating
circumstances such
as

illness or personal problems
in the Agnew tax case
PIERSON and another
Agnew attorney E Dale
Adkms. insisted that no
recent
tax
evasion
conviction in Maryland had
produced disbarment and
thai disbarment had been
imposed only 11 times in 81
cases nationally
Certainly the touchstone
of justice is fair and consistent treatment. ' the
Agnew brief said
' No court should or will
permit itself to be swayed in
doing justice by public
outcry or demands tor excessive sanction, however
intense, the brief said
Both sides agreed the
former vice presidenl had
not been convicted ol any
crime bul tax evasion notwithstanding
federal
documents 11led last
October accusing him ol
demanding and receiving
illegal kickbacks from consultants

memorial scholarship
A scholarship lund in
memory ol Cathy McCambridge, a University student
from Fostoria killed last
spring in a bicycling
accident, is close to being
established
according s to
Richard Norton, president
of Norton Manufacturing
Company ot Foslona
Norton said a group ol
Fostoria
residents
have
raised most ot the $5,000
needed to establish the
scholarship. The interest
from that amount would
provide a yearly $250
scholarship for a University
music student from the
Fostoria area
The drive is being aided by
the University's Office ol
Development
Norton urged
those

j

RECORD AND TAPE SPECIALS!

3.67'***
4.67^

MFRS, SUG. LIST PRICE 5.98
CODE "W
8 TRACK
TAPES

"IT'S amusing, sad and
poignant because there is an
honesty in what these kids
say- they pull no punches,
he added
The final song. Let Me
Come In. is almost a plea
by the children to be let into
a society Irom which they
are shunned because ol their
poverty
Free public showings of
the play will be held at 8.30
pin Friday and Saturday in
the Student Services Forum

Fostoria residents plan

TUNE IN ON SOUND SAVINGS AT BIG N!
CODE "E'
ALBUMS
RECORDS

Panowski took several
cuttings from the book plus
five or six songs from the
broadway musical version
and formed them into an
hour-long series
"It's a collective attitude
of ghetto children."
Panowski said "it tells how
they view themselves in the
world around them through
poetry, prose and music."
No actual coles are
assumed Hs said the actors
are middle men between the
cuttings and the audience.
THE PLAY, developed
chronologically from waking
up lo going to bed. is a series
of situations that face ghetto
children during the day
concerning school, race and
drugs.
Panowski
let students
choose their clothing lo help
them feel a ghetto quality.
What they came up with, he
said is about as varied a
series ol grubby outfits as
you can imagine
He said the play demands
intense
personal
involvement of himseli as the
director, the actors and the
audience

interested in contributing to
the fund to send their
donation or pledge lo the
Bowling
Green
State
University Foundation. Inc .
at the Alumni House.

Key' sales fall
Decreased sales ol the
University's yearbook, the
Key. can be attributed to a
computer mix-up.
Mary
Saddlemire. Key secretary, /•
said yesterday.
The Key order form is
sent
with
the
pre
registration packet in the
spring
Last spring, the
form was incorrectly
marked with "Key 72-73."
Students thought it was
an order form for las'
year's yearbook and
disregarded it." Saddlemire
said
Only 1.000 Keys had been
ordered by the start ol
spring quarter compared
with a yearly average of
2.500.
However,
an
advertising .campaign
helped ease the problem and
orders have climbed to
3,500 Last year the Key sold
4.200 copies.
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JVC'NIVICO
FM/AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER, RECORD
CHANGER AND 8 TRACK STEREO PLAYER

11997
75 Watt
BLACKLITE BULB

©#"»LARLV

Fits into every household lamp.
Brightens up glow posters.

ONI DAY
ONLY

TAPE CARRIER

3.97
REGULARLY 5.97

Holds 12 cartridge*
or 36 cassettes. Hiimpact plastic.

SONIC»A HEADPHONES

3.33

Fabrics

$022

• 100 WATTS. 15 WATTS MUSIC POWER
• 2*AY SffAKER SYSTEM WITH CELLULAR HORN
• FflBOUENCY RESPONSE 40-17,000 Hz
« B>4" WOOFER, 3" TWEETER. 8 OHM IMPEDANCE
•HANDSOME WOODGRAIN CABINETRY

Adjustable headband, 4, 8, 16
ohms. 8* shielded cord.

"Innervisions" - STEVIE WONDER
"Livin' For Von" - AL GREEN
"Behind Closed Doors" • CHARLIE RICH
"Greatest Hits" - TOM JONES
"sou Don't Mess Around V.ith Jim" - JIM CROCE
"Under -ne Influence Ol "...LOVE UNLIMITED
"Poems. Pravors 8i Promises' - JOHN DENVER
"I Got A Naiac" . JIM CROCE
"Saints & Sinners" - JOHNNY WINTER
"The Joker" . STEVE MU.I.ER BAND
"Sabbath Bloody Sabbath" - 8LACK SABBATH

Sharp*
12" Diagonal Screen

BLACK AND WHITE TV
Powerful, full fidelity sound from front-mounted
permanem dynamic speaker. Telescopic VHF
and loop antennas.

Majorw6 Transistor

AM POCKET RADIO

2.99

REG.
3.99

Snaps on and off with
oase. Gives fine sound.

£■

P*> **rd

Regularly $2.99 yd.

fashion
seersucker
Ripplespun 65% polyester,
3596 cotton makes this
beautifully washable. 45"
wide.

GOOD ONLY
SUNDAY
APRIL 7

*••
W«dr»nday, April 3, 1974, Th. BO Nowm/»H». S

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING ALL ELECTIONS,
CONTACT THE OFFICE OF VOTER AWARENESS, 315. Onion
Ol9) 372-20*7.
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Partont wishing to vot* in the May 7 primary mutt register at
th« Board of Elections by Monday. Tho Wood County Election
.

Board it located at 500 Lohman Avo., as indicated by tho
map.
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Karma seeks counselors
Karma Bowling Green s
drug-crisis center, will
screen prospective counselors this week and next
The center is especially
interested in people who will
be here this summer Jim
Schulman
Karmas
director said yesterday.
Screening consists of a
written personality test and
a one-hour interview It a
person passes the screening
he is trained with othei
prospectives in iwo all-day
sessions held on consecutive

Saturdays. Schulman said
Counselors are trained in
basic pharmaceutical Information, crisis inter
vention counseling skills
and philosophies, role
playing empathy training
and a number ol other
necessary skills he said
The idgal counselor is
"someone who's not
judgmental in terms of
imposing his values on
someone else.'' Schulman
said "He's willing to listen

Disciplines to sponsor
Arts Festival Program
Dance Theater Poetry. Film and Music disciplines will
be otlered at the Iniversity s Arts Festival I'rogram to be
conducted trom June 17 July 20
Participating students will major in one area, minor in
another and participate in aesthetics Students will receive
four credit hours apiece tor his major and minor and two
credit hours tor aesthetics.
Productions in all areas will be conducted the lourth and
tilth weekends ot the festival and participants may pertorm
in both their major and minoi areas
The dance program is available at graduate and under
graduate levels w ith some tuition scholarships available
Interested persons should contact Margit Heskett
director of Performing Dances. 301 Women's Bldg or at 3722209
Dance and technique auditions -hould be three minutes
long

and help a person make a
decision and help them
understand themselves a
little better
KARMA counselors must
be willing to work at least
four hours a week, he said
and take on the responsibilities ol a counselor in
being interested in people
and their needs."
Schulman said the Karma
philosophy is taking a new
direction
We're dealing with
people and their needs, not
necessarily only drug
problems but drug-related
problems.
he explained
"We are moving more
towards primary prevention
rather than what I call
band-aid therapy We're
trying to prevent crises
About 66 counselors
worked lot Karma during
fall and winter quarters
Korty-two were students and
24. community people.
Schulman said
.
rn

Between moving into a
new office,
taking
applications for director and
the approaching May
primary, the Office of Voter
Awareness is in a state of
chaos
The office, formerly
located in Williams Hall
has moved to 315 Union
Fred Johnson, office
director, vesterdav said

applications for next year's
director may be obtained at
the Voter Awareness Office.
He added that office hours
will be posted on the office
door
"We'll probably pick the
new director within the next
two or three weeks so he can
get a little experience
during the May primary."
he said.

8-Pack 16 oz. PEPSI

awards during the spring
and tall, but no money has
been allocated in the NSF
budget to continue the
program next year.
Dr Cobb said he knows ot
no other source of money to
replace the grant Although
doctoral research is tunded
with state money, he said
state money is hard to
come by because the state
is generally
not in the
business ol research."
DR. COBB said research
will not slop when the grant
is discontinued Since the
initial
phase-out
announcement several years

SOUTH SIDE SIX

ago. departments have been
asked to pay half ol the
project cost in an etlort to
extend decreasing funds
Loss ol the giant money
will make it increasingly
difficult to do research
because of departmental
budget restrictions. Dr
Cobb predicted
But the
heart of the work will go
forward, he added
Since 1964. NSK has
donated almost $110,000 to
research at the Iniversity
with a peak donation ot
$20,000 in 1970

FOAM TREAD
FASHION-CLOGS
BY WELLCO

Complete Selection
of Colors, Styles,
and And Sizes, At

The Falcon Collegiate Sport Parachute Club will perform
a benefit jump .it :t 15 p m tomorrow at the Bowling Green
High School.
The jump will initiate a drive to obtain cyclists for the
April 20 Wood County Cyclethon The bike marathon
generates contributions tor the Easier Seal Society by
having sponsors pay cyclists lor each mile they ride
Co-chairman ol the second anual cyclethon is Robert
Beard, assistant professor ot PER Applications for cyclists
may be obtained from Beard's oltice. 202 Hayes Hall, the
Bowling (ireen Chamber of Commerce and the Wood County
Kastcr Seal Office. 500 Lehman Ave

Th«r«'» no «aty way for Charllo Notion to bocomo Dr. Nolton.
But there 15 a way to make it somewhat easier
Our way The Armed Fortes Health Professions
Scholarship Program It won't sotlen the demands
ol your professors, or those you make upon yourself
—but it may free you from those Imancuii problems
which, understandably, can put a crimp in your
concentration
It you quality, our scholarship program will cover
the costs of your medical education. More, you'll
receive a good monthly allowance all through your
schooling.
But what happens after you graduate'
Then, as a health care officer in the military
branch of your choice you enter a professional
environment that is challenging, stimulating and
satisfying.
An environment which keeps you in contact with
practically all medical specialties Which gives you
the time to observe and learn before you decide on
your specialty. Which may present the opportunity
to train in that specially And to practice it
You may also lind some ol the most advanced
medical achievements happening right where you
work Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center in
San Antomo. Texas, long noted lor its Burn Treat
ment Center Or the home of Flight Medicine, the
lamed Aerospace Medical Division, also in San
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ARM1D FORCIS HIALTH CAM
DEDICATED TO MiDiClNl AND THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTiCC '*

IS*

Model Open...Noon till 5 P.M.

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

TUES., WED., THUR., SAT. 10-6

niki's booter u

Antonio Or the National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda. Maryland, recognized worldwide tor its
work m Medical Research
And 1' you've read this far. you may be interested
■n the details Just send in (he coupon and we'll

V

MON. & FRI. - 10-9
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BEHIND BURGER CHEF & MR. ED'S
NEXT TO STERLING

UA0 PRESENTS

COUNT BASIE & HIS ORCHESTRA

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL

SUNDAY, APRIL 7,8 p.m.
GRAND BALLROOM - UNION

OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
TO FILL 3 & 4 MAN APTS.
* SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR

TICKETS
$4 General Reserved
$3 General Admission

AVAILABLE AT UAO OFFICE 22343
3RD FLOOR UNION

FREE RAP SESSION 6:00 MAIN AUD.-UNIV. HALL
FRESHMAN and SOPHOMORES!!

ft cm
Aa/*> e/*u6/e cAffsC
/ Pftf£APPLE
retllif delicious ft

DOMINO'S PIZZA

Benefit parachute jump set

FUNANDGAMES

912

12" -*3.00

The Wood County Election
Board is located at 500
Lehman Ave in Bowling
Green.

SORORITY ROW DIRECTLY
BEHIND THE UNION

NEW STORE HOURS

737 SOUTH MAIN

Johnson said voter
registration is done by
county, and students can
vote in either Wood County
or their home counties
Students wishing to vote

in their borne counties can
register in Wood County and
have their registration
forwarded to their bom*
counties." he said,
"Registration can also be
switched from a student's
home county to Wood
County."

At Phi Mu House
7-9 Wed. April 3rd

8.99

WEEKDAYS & SUNDAY
911
FRIDAY 1 SATURDAY

Party choices for governor,
all seats for US House of
Representatives, one U.S.
Senator and 18 state
senators among other
positions will be on the May
ballot

THETACHI
RUSH PARTY

$

PLUSDEPOSIT

Johnson wants to remind
students that the last day to
register for the May 7
primary is Monday
Johnson said
the
primaries are sometime*
even more important than
the November elections
since the parties then choose
their best candidates.
"The key is finding the
best candidate." he said

NSF grants eliminated
Grants for required
master's degree research
may not be available next
year. Dr Thomas B Cobb.
director of research services, said
A National Science
Foundation iNSF> Institutional Grant program the
only source of research
funds in the natural social
and mathematical sciences
at the master's level, will he
phased out by next year
This year s allocation ol
$6.'Jut), which places the
Iniversity ninth on a list ot
28 Ohio schools receiving
NSF grants, will cover

Persons interested in
working as counselors
should contact Karma. 352BACK, no later than next
week

SOUTH SIDE SIX PRESENTS ANOTHER
FANTASTIC POP SPECIAL!!!

F0R0NLY99*

Director stresses May primary

16 "

352-5221

s

4.50

Join our NON-OBLIGATORY AVROC Flight
Program now and earn $400.00+ per
month in Florida during the summer after
your Junior year.
(With or Without Glasses)
AFTER GRADUATION - Earn up to:
- 12,586.56 annually - 1st Year
- 15,752.16 annually • after 2 Years
- 18,286.56 annually - after 4 Years
See the Officer Information Team from 9
AM to 5 PM on April 3-5, 1974 at University Hall.
For FREE Job Prospectus (Call Collect) LT
John Fister, LT "Hap" Carpenter, (216) 5224825, 522-4828, 522-4830.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEW-MODERN-FURNISHED-CABLE T.V.
2 min. walk to campus
5 min. walk to downtown
25 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas, parking & operating cost
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas

• Friendly Helpful Landlords
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR

MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 5 P.M.

352-9302
EVENINGS
352-7365

4&

IN*. 6/Ih. HO News, WeJneMioy, April 3, 1*74

University's summer program
to include various workshops
About 4.500 persons are
expected to be on campus
this summer for coursework, programs and
workshops
Summer
programs
include an art festival,
workshops and seminars in
biology geography, home
economics, music, industrial education
and
technology
and physical
education and recreation.
In addition, the University
will offer graduate and
undergraduate studies for
eight weeks at its academiccenter in Madrid. Spain
The summer arts festival
is a five-week. 10 credit-hour
interdisciplinary course for
performing arts students in
dance, film, music, poetry
and theater At the course s
end. students from each dis-

Grant offered
The University chapter ol
Alpha Lambda Delta, freshman women's honorary, will
award a $200 scholarship to
one of its members this
spring.
Awarded on the basis ol
need and service to the University community, the
scholarship will be applied
to the recipient's fall
quarter University account
Applicants are asked to
file a confidential statement
of financial need with the
Financial Aid Office

cipline will combine their
efforts for a public performance
Similarly, a mini-course
in opera will be held July 518, and two programs for
high school students-a
marching band clinic and
baton twirlers camp-are
scheduled for July
TEACHER workshops are

planned in subjects such as
American revolutionary
history, trends in modern
elementary mathematics,
early childhood education,
and introduction of the
metric system in industrial
education
More than a dozen courses
are being planned by the
home economics depart-

ment, with topics ranging
from new developments in
home equipment to
geriatrics and consumer
education
Information on summer
offerings.
requirements,
registration and fees can be
obtained from the Office of
Summer Programs. 504
Administration Bldg
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Wednesday. April 3.1974
The Women's Lacrosse Teim will practice tonight
from 4 0O-5:X)pm behind the Women's building
WOMEN will meet tonight at 7 00 p.m in 206 Hayes
We will discuss proposed budget, women's coalition,
consciousness raising groups, day care center. Rape
CrUU Center
^^^
The Wounded Knee Support Committee will meet
today at 12.SO p.m. in the Wayne Room of the Union
Open to everyone. We will be organizing a support
group for the legal defense of persons arrested in the
Wounded Knee occupation
The Restaurant Club will hold a short meeting tonight
at 7 00 p in in the Living Center of the Home Ec
Building
The Students International Meditation Society will
hold a checking meeting for those who practice TM
today from 2-4 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge of the
Union.
The Students International Meditation Society will
bold an advanced lecture for those who practice TM
tonight at 6 JO p.m in the Faculty Lounge of the
Union.
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ARB A TACKY DISPLAY Of
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LOT OC SHALLOW. TINSEL-CRAZED
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1 fern rmmt for spr
qtr 352-5751 or 352-4135

FOR SALE

Siberian Husky puppies.
6 week, old 353-3911

Abortion
Information
Service. Clinic very close
to area. 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle Call
collect 24 hour service.
216-631-1557

Girl's bike, standard
site. 1 yr old: 2-5083. 2129B

Babysitter now has opening for 1.2. or 3 children.
1 block from L'nlv. and
Crim School Call 3546693
PERSONALS
SIGMA CHI RUSH
ENTERTAINMENT BY
PHI MU SORORITY
WASHBOARD BAND
WED. AT 7.

Bzp. R ii R Bss t Drms
seek lead, rhythm,
voc.llSM-3686 lift 61
Girls wanted for summer
service station help. I in
forms turn Call 656-3084

Needed: Place to live for
1 m for spring. Would
like own rm Call 2-5761

Go-Go Dancer, over 18
S120-' per week 4S6-W79

Wanted: Used bicycle,
for reasonable price. Call
352-0979
SERVICES OFTERED

The Phi Mu's would like
to thank everyone for
helping make HOPE
such a big success this
y«"
Get psyched for BeU 500
-April 27th

Need to talk" Decisions'
Call us at EMPA for
pregnancy aid. 352-6236.
M11-1.TWR6 30-9 30. F

Delia Gamma, thanks
for helping in rush and
starting off the quarter
right The brothers of
BeU Theta Pi.

CUSTOM WEDDING
RINGS by PHILIP
MORTON at THE
WORKING
HAND
CRAFT CENTER 515
Conneaut

Needed One clown to
entertain at party. Will
pay Call 352-2599

s*

For your PHOTOGRAPHIC Needs: Portraits, passports, applications, and etc.
Welssbrod Studio US W.
Wooster Ph 354-9041
INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe, The
Middle East, The Far
East. Africa, or practically anywhere? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS

«iw
imp like new 352-9380
after 6 p.m

Run around Sue Is no
more.
Congratulations
Wiegs and Decker on
your engagement The
Phi Mu's.

NEEDED • 2 men to live
la Haven House Apta.
next year Call Rick 352
mm. Tom. 372 4447

I^

Mu house 7-9 Wed. Apr
y

Need 1 girl lo fill 4-girl
apt. at Campus Manor
for Spring qtr Ph 3529302 from 1-4:30

1 m. rmmt needed to
(bar apt at 160 mo. 3520374

■

1"

can help you find the
least expensive way for
getting where you want
to go Phone us toll-free,
24 hours a day. at (800)
223-5569

PKT. We bad a great
lime at the Tea Friday.
The ADPI s.

1 f. to sublet apt. spring
A summer. S0 mo. Call
3oH7M

,

1

a

%

1 f. needs rmmts for
sum and or fall. Lori.
352-6061.

WANTED

nmmmmmimmmm^ mmsSSmT

'

ClApi

Pat. You pulled •
surprise candle passing.
Congratulations to you
and Bruce. L 4 L.
ADPi's

Position available, law
clerk Local B.G. Law
Firm seeking person
interested In 1 yr. experience In various fields
of law prior to attending
law school Some typing
required.
Interested
persons contact 353-M15

1

JC

1 male rmmt for 1974-75
school year Call 3526072

Plua makers and delivery people wanted
Apply in person to
Paglials,
1004 South
Main St.

■
1

-

->

-*8»^ CLaSSIFIED

HELP WANTED

I

1

"

-1

^p^

Lost Men's blue saphire
ring In white gold
setting, P.S.R. on inside •
also men's brown leather
gloves and black and
orange sock cap If found
please call 372-ISM.

.
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Students parking cars at
Trinity United Methodist
Church. NOTICE. You
are welcome to park free
from a 00 a.m log p.m.
daily, hut cars MUST
vacate the parking lot
after I p.m. There will be
NO weekend parking at
all except for church
business Violators will
be towed away at owners
expense alter April 1,
1971.
Theta Chi Rash at Phi

'61 Caprice - Full power
6.AC 354-1483after5

1(72 V. W. Van - tWO
below book. Extras 419334-3208
S5 ticket for Carpenter's
Concert on sale Carol,
372-4662
3 speed girl's 26" bike
Good condition. 372-1437.
Bell Star Motorcycle
Helmet used 5 times 940
Call 2-4703
'66 Sunbeam Alpine. Call
Napoleon 592-5346.
1965 Buu-k Lesabre 2door Good condition.
(MO. 263-9932
10x50 Mobile home in
good condition 655-3792.
Emerson console stereo Gerrard turntable. (
spkrs Beautiful cabinet.
362-9380 after (p.m.
StereoS track, radio AM
FM turntable, speakers
1100 must sell quick. Call
352-4377.
G.E. stereo, tuner, turntable. 2 speakers, dust
cover. 6 mos. old. (90.00.
352-7627.
1971 Subaru - excellent
cond. 33 miles/gallon
tlSOOItrm 382-5967
Dual UK turntable and
HK 1000 cassette deck
372-5079.
Pentax camera with case
and 1S5 mm lens with
case. Good condition. Ph.
»53-8(S(afteripm.
1973 Fisher 35; 100 watt
amp with turntable,
tuner, aid XP66C
speakers (400 or best
offer Call 352-4961
'67 Dodge Van. (600. Call
352-6886 Leave message
for Bill.
Panasonic reel to reel
tape recorder Original
cost (370. best offer. Ca II
S61-468S
Harmony elec guitar. 2
pick tips, S cut-away
acoustic, arched bridge,
new (K0. asking (IK,
Ph.86S-7107.
Mic k Cord. E-V 8*4 var

Ross (-track tape player,
speakers When new (100
Now 6 mo used Will sell
(50 Call 372-3307.
FOR RENT
Apartment to sublet
spring quarter 2 bdrms .
ll> baths (65 mo. For
, information call 352-9378.
APARTMENTS
RENT 352-4671

TO

Nice 2-bed apis for 4
students turn . a/c.
Summer It Fall rentals
with 9 mo. leases and
special summer rates.
Buff Apt. 1470 and 1490
Clough Call 354-7541 or
353-3143 lor information
Apartment to sublet
spring quarter 2 males.
MS mo For information
call 352-9376
Summer quarter One or
two man apartment one
block from campus. Paid
utilities, air conditioning
Call Jeff or John - 3524369
Furn Apt. for 2 pers. to
sublease for summer on
S. Summit. Reasonable.
352-5072.
NICE 4 bdrm apt for 5
or 6 mature co-eds. Summer 4 Fall I block from
campus. 1 bdrm apt. for
married couple - fall. 3527056 after 5.
Now Renting For Fall
Qtr., Furn 2 bed.. 2
baths. (225 mo. 3 occupants. (240 mo. 4
occupants 1 bed. furn., 2
adults (170 mo Prices
are for a ( mo. lease.
beat & water furn.. lower
prices for 1 year lease.
Call for our low summer
rates and inspection 352
4394 or 1-881-S082 collect
2 bedroom, air-conditioned carpeted, downtown,
June 1 352 7743
RIDES
Riders wanted Anyone,
anywhere between Bryan
and B.G close to Route
1 Call 636-1764 or write
CM. Long, (07 E. Wilson
St Bryan, Ohio 43506.
2 people need ride to Akron-Canton area this
Friday; call Scott, 3724094 or Claudie. 352-5885

<H*dn*doy, April 3. 1*74, Th. tO N.W./P-.. 7

Interview sign-up set for tomorrow
Sign-ups
(or
Job
interviews for the week ol
April IS will be held this
week in the second floor
lounge. Student Services
Bldg
Sign-ups for school
schedules will be held from
4 30-5 30 p m tomorrow and
non-school schedules
ibusinsss
government
agencies and graduate
schools Irom 3-4 p m
Friday
A standard Placemenl
Office Data Sheet must be
turned in at the time of signup lor each organization
with which the student
wishes to interview
BISINESS

APRIL 17
Standard Oil to of ohm
B Bus majors only for
Marketing
Trainee
Program
Montgomery Wards
Corporate Office-National
Merchandise
Buyer
Trainees B Bus Adm Mar
keti.ig. Retailing. Management
Montgomery Wards
Regional
0(l>ce--B Bus
Adm . Home Ec Mktg for
Hetail
Management
Trainees
vwnkleman s-B Mgmt .
Mktg . or retailing for
Retail Executive Trainee
APKIL 18

APKIL15
I nited Appraisal Co Field Listing Technician All
Bus areas with an interest
in real estate Other majors
welcome it background or
interest in real estate
APKIL 16
Gatewa> Transportation B Business
majors
interested in Trucking
Industry
Position for
Operations Trainee leading
to terminal management

Progressive
Insurance
Company- B any area for
Management Trainee or
Claims Adjuster Trainee
Xerox Corporation- Sales
Rep B Bus are prelerred
Other majors accepted
Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co -Juniors who are
planning a career in Sales
Mgmt Majors in Mktg
Retailing or llu- Adm for
Summer Intern
SCHOOLS
APRIL 15
•Newark Public Schools-

Director to oversee workshop
TV comedy director Alan Ratkin. will be on campus ten
one month starting tomorrow He will supervise a popular
culture workshop on the practical aspects ol directing ten
one w eek
H.ilkin who worked in Hollywood for many years
directed Lots ol Luck this season He has directed shows
such as Love American Style' and the Bob Newhait
Show
Ralkin also will speak to popular culture classes and
deliver lectures at the University "l Michigan and Michigan
Slate University
He will return to Hollywood in May to begin working on a
comedv series he will direc t next t.ill

High School Bookkeeping
Basic Bus . Gen Sci . Home
Econ . Ind Arts; Math.
OWE OWA; Dist
Ed
MPE w coaching Other
areas WPE. EMR. LDB
& orthopedically handicapped
Guidance and
Counseling

ehem.l; Math 8 12. Art KCopleyFairlawn
IO i
Public Schools Math Sci
Combination. GPE ENGLISH Combination. English Tennis coach combination Other areas also

APRIL 18
Defiance iO > City
Schools-Elem 1-6. Gen
Math 9. Guidance Counselor
7.8.9. PEW&M 10-12. EMR
10-12 Reading 10-12. F.lem
Art
•Forest Hills iO I School
Dist -Klein 1-5 & Middle
School 6-8 Lang Arts 9-12.
Science 9-12. Math 9-12.
Spanish 9-12. Ind Arts 9-12.
Soccer Coach 9-12.
Newark Public SchoolsSee April IS listing
APRIL 17
Forest Hills lO.I Schl
Dist -See April 16 listing
Van Wen IO.I CltJ
Schools- -EMR: LDB Voc
Bus Ed ;& HS Librarian
•Southwestern iO ' City
Schls-KM K. LDB Voc
Bus Ed . & HS Librarian
•Southwestern iO > City
Schls Group Information
session on the 17th at 7 30
p.m
in the Placement
Oflice lor those interested in
Southwestern City Schls.

Wooster City Schls.-EI
Ed . EMR Lb Industrial
arts. OWE math, and other
secondary areas
•Sandusky Public Schls Art Bus Ed iComp &
Voca i. El Ed K-6, Eng
Vocational Home Ec Ind

OPEN RUSH
of 20 years ago

Tonight at 8:00 p.m.
SUCK YOUR HAIR BACK
AND COME ON OVER.
CORNER OF E. WOOSTER
AND RODGERS

STILL LOOKING FOR
A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER & FALL
IF SO, STOP OUT TO CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE WHY WE
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IN
TOWN.

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL RATES - JUNE 15th
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR
COMPLETE APARTMENT.
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

853 NAPOLEON RD.
SUITE 5

For info call 352-6248
HOURS 913, 1-5 M0N-FRI SAT 1-5

Sandusky Public Schls ■■
See April 17 listing
'Plymouth iO i Local
Schls -Voc, Home Ec . Ind
Arts w coaching. Kinder
garten. OWE. Principal7-8
•Crestview Local Schls LD BD Primary; Compr
Science. HS Music > Inst .

Choral & Classroom)
Compre. Social Science
Livonia iMich.i Public
Schls.-TMR EMR. Math or
Math/Science combination.
Eng Sin
Stud
Com
bin.ition Home Ec. Elem
Vocal Music. Art; Some
Elem. Secondary candidates
in area unspecified should be
certified in more than one
area.
Shelby iO.i City SchlsHSMath. Ind Arts and Kir
mentary
Algonac tMich. I Comm
Schls -Math; HS French,
HS English. Jr H English;
Elem. Remedial Reading, &
Late Elem
Lorain O i City Schls
Secondary
Bus
Ed
Compre . Voc Bus Ed .
French Spanish
combination. GHPE w ex
penence in Gymnastics;
Voc. Home Ec . Ind Arts.
M.i Hi
Compre
Sci
Sci. Math Combination.
Media Specialists; Vocal &

Instrumental Music. OWA &
OWE
Elementary
Psimary
I Male I; Elem Art; Native
Spanish-speaking for
Bilingual Program.
French Spanish.
Media
Specialist; Vocal Music.
Remedial Reading. LD.
Deaf Ed . Visually Impaired; Elem w training in
the gifted
APRIL 19
•Plymouth iO i Local
Schls and Crestview Local
Schls -See April 18 listing
Fulton Countv Schls -LI)
si BD only
Lake County Bd ol Ed
Compre Bus Fd w shorthand, ('hem & or Physio
11-12. EMR & LD 16. Math
7-12. Elem 1-6. Vocal Musu
Elem all grades, Instru
Music 1 -12. WPE 712. Ind
Arts 7 12; Speech (| Hearing

1-12; Voc Dist Ed 11-12,
Voc Home Ec 11-12 Home
Ec 7-12, Eng 7 12, Spanish
712. French712

APKIL 15
University of Toledo-Any
Bachelor's Degree interested in MBA program

AGENCIES

Additions lor the Week of
Aoril 8
APRIL9

APRIL 15 & 16
U S
Air Force Any
Bachelors Degree-must pass
physical exam Positions for
Pilot.
Navigator.
Engineering. Personnel.
Ollice Adm . Hospital
Adm . Acctg ,
Law
Enforcement. Intelligence.
We a t he I .
Computer
Science Signup for their
schedule or talk with their
representative in University
Rail
APRIL 16. I7& 18
Act ion i Peace Corps &
Vista i-Sign-up for then
schedule or visit with their
representatives in University Hall
COLLEGES

Aetna Life & CasualtyComputer programmers &
computer analysts B Comp.
Sci or Math May substitute
one year of experience for
incomplete degree
Also
looking for Sales Mgmt
Trainee B Any held. Marketing B any field
APRIL 19
Aetna Life & CasualtyHome Ollice Hep-Group
Div B needed Home Ofl ice
Actuarial. Acctg . Data
Processing
Prsnl..
B Needed (Second listing
for ll.iitt.iid Conn i
Key • Evening Only
" K\ening also

Play to feature inner city life
The main auditorium ol
University Hall will be
transformed into a Swahill
karamu house, or center ol
enjoyment for all", at 730
Sunday night when the play
Inner City. A Street
Cantata is performed by
the members ol the Karamu
House, an art institution
from Cleveland
The play, based on the
book Inner City Mother
Goose by Eve Mernam
deals with the nature ol
inner city life through the
use ol dialogue and music
ranging ttuni pop to jazz
The version to be
presented Sunday night has
been updated with a
segment on Watergate.

§ Tin : in

H

ii

1011 S MAIN BOWLING GREEN. O

"LARGEST PET SHOP IN OHIO"

(419)354-9603

Invites All Dudes To

12. OWE Secondary Ind
Art 8 12
Franklin (O. I City Schls Ind Arts-Shop Jr H . Eng
Sr. H with reading concentration
Wooster tO. i City Schls No report yet

APRIL 16

— I

ALPHA SIGMA PHI

Ed and vocational electronics, math, elem vocal
music. EMR& ID
Clermont Northeastern
Schls -No report yet
Clermont County Schls Elementary K8: EMR &
LD K 12
Science 8-12
(Biology. Gen Sci . Physics,

(419) 353-0503

GRAND OPENING
MARCH 30th TO APRIL 7th
Penny Sale On A Wide Variety
of Fresh and Salt Water Fish!
15% OFF ON DOGS!
10% OFF ON DOG SUPPLIES!
IN-STORE SPECIALS AND GIVE-AWAYS!

$200 Qpp

QN D0Q QROOMING
WITH THIS AD DURING THE
GRAND OPENING!!!
9-9 DAILY, 1-5 SUNDAY

including a sermon by a
crowned Nixon in the
Watergate Church and a
long.
The Hose Mary
Stretch
Music lor the
segment was composed b\
Deborah liyrd production
director
THE PLAY has been
described as "absolutely in
credible by Holand Porte
ol The Cleveland Journal
and as a "high-powered,
swiftly-paced, rollicking ami
lovable show
by Dick
Wootten nl The Cleveland
Press
Chris Campbell. Kohl Hall
director, said Inner City
is being brought here "(or

enjoyment s sake and lor us
educational value " Kohl
Hall is sponsoring the play
II teaches you about
morals and values, and
teaches you to look inside
yoursell 10 lind out where
you are at he said
Karamu House founded in
Cleveland in 191T> consists ol
65 individuals involved in the
arts, more than half are professionals
A I Ol Ml l' I
member of the Karamu
House is Creg Morris ot the
Mission Impossible tele
vision Ml tSI
The house centers around
a cultural and educational
program consisting ot play
productions,
workshops

HEY
PODNERS!

vocal groups and youth
programs It works out ol
Cleveland's inner city but
takes plays on tour when
requested to do so bycolleges
Plays perlormed by
Karamu House range from
musicals to serious dramas,
a great majority ol which
are written by unknowns
Campbell said

A|

J>AGHETTW
MAN.

WEDNESDAY IS

$ DOLLAR DAY $
HAMBURGER PLATTER
and OW(
M pound freshly ground pure beef,
on toasted sesame bun, fiench fries and
cole, slaw, and the real thing. Coke

Tickets for the play are 25
cents and can be purchased
at the main desk ol Kohl
Hall Heservations can be
made by calling 372-2963 or
372-2B39

"SOME ARE somewhat
militant, others are
comedies about ghetto lile
or what it's like to be

il'M

"

black.' he said
Campbell said the play's
members will dine at
Commons Dining Hall at 1
p m on Sunday and invited
interested people to join
them He also said a rap
sessn n will be held with
them in the main lounge ol
Kohl Hall from 2.30-3 30
p in Sunday
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1004 S MAIN

M

352-7571 H

$1.00
REG. 4.45
SAVE 45e
300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.

SPAGHETTI S PECIAL
Spaghetti and Garlic B
read Only

QQc
%]%]

O'ink jndSaljdEit

GOOD ONLY
WED.. APRIL 3

from 5 to 9

no delivery on this special

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT

Find out about
the Nuclear Navy.
If you have one year of Calculus and Physics, you may be eligible for positions in
SHIP OPERATIONS, TEACHING or RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. The Navy's
Nuclear Propulsion Program has about 200
openings in the fast developing nuclear
power field.
OBLIGATION: 3-5 years after training.
$15,000 BONUS for Operations Officers
who agree to serve an additional four years.

$10,000 to Start
$20,000+ possible at the End of your first
tour.
Remember, THROUGH THE NAVY, You can
get in on the Ground Floor of this rapidly
expanding field. For further information,
contact the Navy Information Team on April
3-5, 1974 from 9 AM to 5 PM at University
Hall.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES

Sophomores And Juniors

Houses & Apartments
For Rent

Find out about
the Nuclear Navy.

FOR SUMMER & FALL"

If you are majoring in science or
engineering and nuclear power
interests you,
The Navy will assist you in financing
your education for the next year or
two.
As a senior, you may earn as much as
$540 a month.

FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378
10-5 DAILY

See the Navy Officer Information
Team at University Hall on April 3-5,
1974 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

' '

Diamondmen win two;
boost win streak to six
By Mark Glover
AnIstnni Sporti Editor
To coin an old sports
adage, yesterday's baseball
doubleheader at Warren E.
Steller Field was a matchup
between "a David and a
Goliath."
Playing the role of Goliath
were the Falcons while the
visiting Dayton Flyers acted
as the underdogs. However,
unlike the famous biblical
upset,
"David"
was
trounced
as
BG
overpowered the Dayton
crew, 11-2 in the first game
and 8-1 in the second
contest.
The Falcons dominated all
phases of the game in
beating the Flyers, a
baseball club trying to
improve their program by
playing some stronger
schools in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC).
BG's dominance
was
established in the very first
inning of the initial 2 p.m
encounter
After Falcon
hurler Kip Young blanked
the Flyers in the top of the
first frame, the BG hitting
attack exploded for five

APPARENTLY unsatisfied with a five run bulge,
the Falcons added two more
in the second inning. After
the red-hot BG bats rested in
the third frame, the fourth
inning saw four more Falcon
runners crossing the plate.

Falcon pitcher Kip Young makos his delivery during the first
game of yesterday's doublohaador with tho University of
Dayton. Young boosted hit season record to 3-0 as BG won
the contest, 11-2. The Falcons also triumphed in the second
game, 8-1. (Newsphoto by Joseph Glick)

Kip

Kightfielder Mike Wood
led the four inning blitz with
a triple and two doubles to
knock in five of the 11 runs
while
di-signated hitter
Gary Turner walloped a
double and a triple to bat in
two runs

Spikers bury Toledo, 108-47
set a new mark for the Tl!
facility, and ties his own BG
mark ol two years ago. but
BG assistant coach Tom
Wright said the wind-aided
effort won't count in the BG
records.
Sophomore Ron Taylor
was BG's only other double
winner, whose time ol 22 1
led I BG sweep in the 220
Freshman Tim LoDico was
second (22.51 and junior
Gary Whittaker third (23.11.
Taylor
edged
ou I
Freshman teammate Brian
Storm in the 100 dash. 9.9 to
10 0 for one ol BG's best
ellorts in that event this
spring
LoDleo,
Randy
Zimmerman and Marvin
Anderson placed onc-twoIhrM in the 440 tor another
BG sweep, with l.oDico
breaking the string in 50 0

By Jerry Musrk
TOLEDO - Anyone who
tabbed BG as the favorite in
yesterday s dual meet
against the Toledo Rockets
should go to the head ut the
class
The Falcons gained 13
first places and swept live
events, including both
relays, as thev outdistanced
the
Rockets,
108-47
yesterday Toledo finished
last in the Mid-American
Conference (MACI the last
four years
Falcon hurdle ace Dave
Fegley. a MAC champ two
years ago was a double
winner He led a Falcon
sweep in the 440 intermediate hurdles i55.0>. and
streaked to a wind-aided 14 0
clocking in the high hurdles
Kegley s high hurdle time

Save

the

News

TIME IS
RUNNING OUT
Monday April 8th is the deadline for Voter
Registration for the May Primary elections.
Candidates for SENATOR, CONGRESS, and
ALL STATE EXECUTIVE officers including
GOVERNOR.
S.B.O. urges you to register now at 500
Lehman Ave or at your home town.

ATTENTION STUDENTS

<645

A MONTH
STARTING PAY

SUMMER JOBS/
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

The Falcons also won the
mile relay in 3 38 1 and the
440 relay in,43.2
Other Falcons posting
wins in the running events
were Tom Preston. 9 30 in
the 3000 meter steeplechase.
Craig Macdonald 1 5b in the
880. and Bruce Vernulyea.
14:33.9 In the three-mile.
Vermilyea stayed in the
second and third positions
(or the lirst 11 laps of the
three-mile event but a late
spurt in the final lap boosted
him
past TU's Walt
Rodriguez, who finished in
14:349.

As expected. Toledo swept
the weight events, hut the
Falcons did win the three
jumps. Kon Weber's leap ol
6-4 won (he high jump and a
118 6" toss gave him second
place in the discus
Tom
Newbern's 22T'
effort took first in the long
jump and sophomore Lewis
Maclln gained triple jump
honors in with 46 5"
The victory, which evens
BG's dual meet mark at 1-1.
spoiled Toledo's season
opener and the debut of
first-year
Rocket coach
John Flanuno

REQUIRED PREREGISTRATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MAJORS
STUDENT TEACHING 1974-75
THURS. APRIL 4,-4:00 P.M.
ALUMNI ROOM • UNION
This Notice For Both MEN & WOMEN
In Elementary School Physical
Education & ONLY WOMEN In
Secondary School Physical Education.

MARKETING
MAJORS
Midwest manufacturer has immediate opening for campus representative to sell and
develop test market data for new product on
campus level. Excellent earning potential.
For local interview contact:

MARKET RESEARCH WORK
INTERVIEWS AND
APPLICATIONS:
WED. APRIL 3, 1974
11:00 A.M.
PERRY ROOM, UNION

WRITE:

Ok MARKET RESEARCH INC.

6500 PEARL R0.
CLEVELAND, OH. 44130

YOU MUST LIVE 1 OR KMU
TO WORK M THE CLEVELAND AREA

-*i

Mr. Jan Gaydos
Marketing Manager
Poly Products
P.O. Box 399
Port Clinton, Ohio 43452

ph. (419) 635-2619

The Falcons travel to
Athens Friday and Saturday
for the Ohio University
Helavs

Meanwhile,
Young
continued to baffle Flyer
batters until be was taken
out after five Innings. Reliever Art Scboene mopped
up the final two innings
allowing only two runs and
insuring the 11-2 win.
Young's
shutout
performance put bis earned
run
average
at
a
phenomenally low 0.78 mark
and made his record 3-0 for
the year.
DAN HEBEL started the
second contest for the diamondmen and picked up
right where Young left off
allowing only one run in four
innings.

In the meantime, the
Falcons scored six runs.
Leftftelder Dick Selgo
knocked in two of the runs
with a double while Turner's
three-run homer in the
second inning boosted the
total.
Mike Frilling for BG came
on to pitch in the fifth and
sixth innings and continued
to blank Dayton By the time
Ric Richmond relieved
Frilling in the seventh and
final inning, the Falcons had
added two more runs to
make the final. 8-1.
The two losses dropped
Dayton's record to 1-4 while
BG picked up its sixth win in

The BG Ne
Wednesday, April 3, 1974

a row. The Falcons now
boast an 8-4 mark
Falcon mentor Don Purvis
called the victories "fine
team wins" and was
particularly pleased with
some of the efforts of his
younger players
PURVIS
had
the
opportunity to play most of
his squad in the late innings
of the two encounters.
The Falcons travel to the
University of Cincinnati this
Friday and Saturday for
three games before coming
home to play Ferris State
twice this Sunday.

"S PORTS
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Women's intramurals
By Sue Poealcke
and Donna Shaw
The
Bowling
Green
women's
intramural
program is "the best in the
state,'' Sue Hager. women's
intramurals director said
yesterday
"The number of students
in the school versus the
number that participate (in
intramurals) is the largest
in the state." she said
Hager added that the
program has always been
pretty good here, but it was
limited.
"So many people live on
campus, there's not much to
do for recreation." she said.
"Students here are grasping
for things to do. They are
confined to dorms and they
need recreation "
WOMEN'S intramural
activities
have nearly

tripled since 1970. according
to Janell Wolfe. Women's
Recreation
Association
(WRA) president
The program began with
volleyball, basketball and
Softball, added tennis in 1971
and flag football the next
year Curling was added this
winter, and golf and coed
basketball will join Softball
and tennis as this year's
,spring activities
wolfe said the program
accomodates as many
women as facilities allow
"Team members come
from dorms, sororities and
independently." she added
"WE TRY to get as many
non-physical education
majors
involved
as
possible."
Wolfe said WRA'l main
objective is "to give girls
the chance to play (thei
sports they want to.
"Sports improve physical

growth, let you meet new
kids,
learn
better
sportsmanship and provide a
good study break." she said
Hager added. We want to
hit one sport or activity that
everybody feels is their own
thing It's all for fun-we
place no emphasis on
competition."
WRA will hold elections
for next year's officers
today and tomorrow from 10
am
to 3 p.m in the
Women's Building Voters
must have participated in
two-thirds of any intramural
activity, Wolfe said
To become eligible for
spring intramurals. women
must complete entry forms
applicable
to
tennis.
Softball, golf and coed
basketball
Softball entry forms are
available on the main floor
of the Women's Building and
must be returned by April
15
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BGSU RIFLE TEAM

Dial Falcon Hotline 372-BGSU
IIIIIIIIIWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllll

Captain Carden
Gary Scheid
Brian Emerick
Dan Linnenberg
kent Glover
Jim Fisher

Sargeant Laycoax
Sargeant Hemmerly
Jack Arnold
Nark Scheid
Rick Oberlin
Stephanie Masek

CINEMA I

4th RECORD WEEK!
Wed & Thurs

Friday

7 20 19 50

7 30 & 10:15 • Sit & Sun 2:00, 4:45, 7:30 & 10:15
ALL SEATS - $3.00 - SorryNo Passes

A

'i

CONGRATULATIONS
On A
GREAT SEASON
Debbie, Vicki & Karen
RARE BIRD
HANDLER'S
WANTED
THE NAVY OFFICER INFO
TEAM WILL HAVE A T-34
"ACROBATIC" TRAINER
AIR CRAFT ON CAMPUS

ELi£\BU&AVAX\C\$0C* ii.w=
■ "■ .'.WrGv*G(M"\ >sc\v_rw
wN0& V.ASHAU. IMJMIAV *T:5 5. -" • ~

TODAY

CINEMA n

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR MAJOR, IF THE
NAVY AND NAVAL AVIATION SOUNDS
APPEALING, TALK TO THE INFO TEAM
AND TAKE A FREE PLANE RIDE. (FRESHMAN THRU SENIORS MAY APPLY)

Talk to the Team April 3-5,1974 at
University Hall from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

4th RECORD WEEK!
Wed. & Thur. -7:15*9:45

Friday • 7:30 4 10:15 • Sit. & Sun. 2:00. 4:45. 7:30 & 10:15

THE TEAM WILL BE GIVING FREE
DEMONSTRATION RIDES TO ALL MEN
WHO QUALIFY ON THE NAVY AVIATION
APTITUDE TEST • NO OBLIGATION OF
COURSE.
You Can Wear Glasses and STILL Fly!
Pilot - 20/20
NFO • 20/200

:
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